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Gosh, if I were God, I would have done this whole incarnation thing differently. I would have 
had the savior of the world come more like Bruce Willis' character in Die Hard, than the little 
baby that Luke tells us about tonight. I would have had the Savior of the world born in the 
emperor’s palace, or Buckingham palace, or the White House, not some lowly stable. Or, maybe 
I would have had the Savior of the world come into the world as a member of the family of the 
high priest at the Jerusalem temple. Or someone living in the Pope's palace in Vatican City. Or 
at least someplace glitzier than backwater Bethlehem, born to nobodies like Mary and Joseph.  
 
All of this is why it's a very good thing that God is God, and I am not. Because we learn so much 
about who God is and what God's dream for this world is, when we study the story of the 
incarnation in Luke's Gospel. It's the opposite of all my impulses, and perhaps yours as well.  
 
Here's what we learn when we study how God takes on flesh and blood and comes to live 
among us. That’s what the word incarnation means.  
 
First of all, the Christ, the Messiah is born in Bethlehem. It really was a backwater town. It had 
historical significance for the Jewish people because it was the place where Jacob's wife 
Rebecca was buried. And it was where David, the boy who would become king, was born and 
raised. But Bethlehem was far from the seats of power. And, according to Luke, Jesus' parents 
didn't even live there. They were summoned to Bethlehem by imperial decree. The emperor 
wanted everyone registered, so that they could be further taxed. He treated the whole of Judea 
as a cash cow to fund his ambitions. 
 
Then, when Mary and Joseph get to Bethlehem, there's no place for them to stay. It's a little 
hard to tell where they wound up, because the Greek isn't clear. It might have been a cave. Or 
the lower level of a distant relative's home where they animals were kept. But it sure wasn't a 
palace and humble would be an overstatement.  
 
And Luke goes out of the way to make sure that we know that there was no cradle for Jesus. In 
fact, he repeats that word manger three times in this short story. Perhaps Jesus in a manger is a 
prefiguring of the Last Supper, where Jesus will break bread and share it as his flesh, and drink 
wine and share it as his blood. Or maybe it's just one more sign of how humble the 
circumstances of the Messiah's birth really were.   
 
And, of course, the announcement of the Messiah's birth doesn't go to courtiers, or kings, or 
rulers. Matthew's Gospel will tell us, in fact, that when King Herod heard that a child was born 
who was called "King of the Jews" he goes on a murderous rampage. Herod was so threatened 
by what this child might mean for him, he is reported to have killed all the boy babies under 
two in Bethlehem. Instead, it's shepherds who get the big news. Shepherds were the working 
poor of their day. They were often ostracized by the religious hierarchy because their work kept 
them from full participation in the temple rituals. And they are the first to hear and believe this 
good news. 
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And, probably the most obvious thing of all, which never fails to catch my breath at Christmas, 
is that when God comes into the world, God comes as the exact opposite of Bruce Willis in Die 
Hard. When the incarnation happens, God comes into the world as Messiah in the most 
vulnerable way possible. God comes as a vulnerable newborn baby. 
 
And it's the baby that we celebrate tonight. This tiny baby who will change the world. Born far 
outside the seats of power. Drawing his first breath among the farm animals and sleeping in 
their feed trough. Heralded by angels and shepherds. And we remember his mama, pondering 
all these things and wondering what they'll mean. 
 
We celebrate this baby because of how his birth has changed and will change the world. 
Because God isn't subtle here. When we study this story, we see exactly who and what God 
values: People living outside the seats of power. Those who are victims of empire. The working 
poor.  
 
And all of us are invited to join the chorus of angels singing the praises of this baby's birth. But 
we don't stop with the praise-singing. Our work is just beginning - we are called to join with 
others in the Messiah's work of transforming the world. AMEN 


